
Lead Data Management



business cards, LinkedIn profiles, email signatures, and 
event badges (in beta)

1. Data capturing from various formats

every email is verified as it flows through the platform before 
syncing  it with your sales and marketing platforms

2. Data validity verification

such as email addresses, phone numbers, and postal 
addresses

3. Data completion for missing attributes

such as industry, social handles, and more
4. Data enrichment with additional data points

your qualification properties can be captured from the field 
team on the spot; this will allow faster and better lead scoring

5. Lead qualification with structured tailored properties

for faster assignation, workflows and sequences triggering
6. Data synchronization with your sales, marketing and CRM platforms

for measuring event ROI and field team performance
7. Reporting on event lead and contact performance

for reviewing and tracking changes for the new captured lead profiles
8. Email data quality check-up and reporting on yearly captured leads

for maximizing event lead and contact data management through industry use cases and practices
9. Semi-annual meeting with success team

A step-by-step recipe to maximize lead conversion… 



ü Save time and improve marketing 
productivity

ü Transfer automatically lead and contact 
information to marketing platforms

ü Orchestrate lead assignation faster without 
worrying on missing data

ü Trigger nurturing and conversion processes 
through workflows and sequences using 
existing sales and marketing platforms

ü Evaluate events’ ROI by having full visibility 
on all captured leads

ü Save time and improve sales productivity

ü Increase quality by eliminating data entry 
errors

ü Capture lead quickly, easily and 
accurately

ü Add notes and custom properties to 
qualify leads faster and better

ü Transfer automatically lead and contact 
information to sales and CRM platforms

ü Connect promptly and easily to follow up 
with the lead and keep the momentum 
going

ü Improve sales and marketing productivity 
to focus on lead acquisition, conversion, 
and nurturing

ü Protect the sales and marketing tools 
from bad and incomplete data

ü Increase ROI on sales and marketing 
activities on lead capturing and event 
management

ü Improve 5X the lead capturing and 
qualifying process

For managersFor salesFor marketers

…and what you and your team will gain.

https://myebcard.com/solutions/lead-data-management


Marketers who use this recipe are 
exceeding 60% conversion rates with leads. 
What an awesome achievement 🚀

Do you have questions, ideas,  advice? 
We’d love to you hear from you 👉

Ask us through our web 
form
or
Book a meeting with one 
of our success team

DOWNLOAD

https://info.myebcard.com/ask-us
https://info.myebcard.com/meetings/ebcard/meet-with-our-success-team
https://info.myebcard.com/download-pocket-guide-to-networking-events

